POLICY ON ALLOCATION OF GSI’S AND READERS TO COURSES AT THE HAAS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

The Senior Assistant Dean for Instruction (SADI) will provide (pay for) GSIs for all core courses with scheduled discussion sections in the undergraduate, full-time MBA and EW MBA programs, and for Readers in the EMBA and Weekend MBA for ALL courses (to provide an extra incentive for faculty to teach in these programs).

The SADI also pays for GSIs for some regularized MBA electives, in cases where there is a scheduled discussion section.

Courses with enrollments above 40 students are eligible for Readers (graders) at a rate of 1.25 reader-hours per student. (Accounting courses at 1.75 reader-hours per student). The SADI will allocate Readers to courses at his/her discretion based on pedagogical need where possible but is constrained by the approved annual GSI/Reader budget that is approved by the Dean.

Centers/Programs can request to pay for GSI/readers with their own funds for courses that would not otherwise be provided GSI and Reader support by the dean’s office under this policy, so long as they are in compliance with collective bargaining agreement that governs graduate student employees at the University of California. Appointments at the level of 25% FTE or higher qualify students in state-supported degree programs for a partial fee remission, a cost which would also need to be covered by the Centers/Programs.